A300 DECT 6.0 Cordless Phone with Sound Boost

Clear Features:
- ClearDigital Power™ Delivers Maximum Clarity & Background Noise Suppression
- 25 dB Adjustable Handset Amplification
- Full duplex speakerphone in handset
- DECT 6.0 System expandable up to 5 handsets total (Expansion Handset – A300E)
- 85 dB adjustable ringer and bright visual ringer

Caller ID:
- 40 Name/Number Caller ID History
- Caller ID/Call Waiting Capable
- Display Dial
- New Call Indicator
- Visual Message-Waiting Indicator
Note: Use of Caller ID requires subscription to Caller ID service.

Additional Features
- Single-line phone expandable up to 5 handsets total (Expansion Handset – A300E)
- Big button easy-to-read backlit keypad
- Large 1.5” backlit LCD
- 4 one-touch memory dial buttons & 1 large one-touch emergency dial button on handset
- 50 name and number phonebook directory
- 6-level ringer volume control and 10 adjustable ring tones
- Handset supports 7 languages: English, French, Spanish, German, Italian, Dutch, Russian
- 2.5mm headset jack
- Last number redial
- Touch-tone/Pulse dialing
- Table/wall convertible
- Hearing Aid Compatible
- Size: A300 Base: 5x3.75x2 Handset: 6.5x2.25x1.5
  A300E Base: 3x3.75x2.5
- Color: Black
- 1-year warranty
- Item #: CS-A300

Digital Answering System
- Excellent sound quality through handset ear piece or handset speakerphone
- Amplified up to 25 dB through handset
- 15 minutes of digital recording time
- Remote Access – listen to your messages, change your outgoing announcement and more by calling in from any touch-tone phone

ClearFeatures:
- ClearDigital Power™ Delivers Maximum Clarity & Background Noise Suppression
- Controls Background Noise
- Eco-Friendly
- Vision Product
- Hearing Aid Compatible
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